BettingExpert.com announces its bonus promotion and rakeback deal with
the top-tier online poker room, PKR Poker.
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BettingExpert.com (http://www.bettingexpert.com/) secures an incredible deal with PKR Poker, allowing
BettingExpert.com users up to a $2000 deposit bonus and a 31% rakeback
(http://www.bettingexpert.com/pkr_rakeback.php) by using the BettingExpert bonus code
(http://onlinepoker.bettingexpert.com/pkr_poker_bonus_code.php).
Copenhagen, Denmark, July 10, 2009 — BettingExpert.com, a professional sports betting and online gaming
site, announces its bonus promotion with the online poker room PKR Poker. BettingExpert is proud to
offer this unrivaled online deal. By signing up through the link offered at BettingExpert.com
(http://www.bettingexpert.com/pkr_rakeback.php) or using BettingExpert’s exclusive promotion code
31%rackback with PKR Poker, you will get a $2000 bonus on a deposit of $1000, as well as a 31% PKR
rakeback.
BettingExpert’s exclusive offer works as soon as you sign-up at PKR Poker and make your first deposit.
After making your first deposit of a minimum of $1000, you will immediately receive a 100% deposit match
up to $2000. Your 31% rakeback will automatically be credited to your PKR account on the 5th day of every
month. BettingExpert’s agreement and bonus offer with PKR Poker is the ultimate offer from PKR Poker.
It stands as the maximum bonus and rakeback offers for a player at the highly reputable and popular poker
room, PKR Poker. In other words, NO other website is offering 31% in Rakeback from PKR!
BettingExpert.com is a full-range professional sports betting and online gaming site. It offers
comprehensive reviews on the web’s most popular bookmakers, casinos, poker rooms and bingo halls, as
well as negotiating incomparable deals and promotions for BettingExpert users at various online gaming
sites. For a closer look at the work, services and excellence of BettingExpert.com, check out
www.bettingexpert.com.
PKR Poker is one of the internet’s most prestigious online poker rooms. With the innovation of 3D
poker, PKR has long stood at the top of the online poker world. With this exceptional bonus agreement
with BettingExpert, players are given an incredible advantage at the table of PKR. To learn more about
PKR Poker visit BettingExpert.com’s review
(http://onlinepoker.bettingexpert.com/pkr_poker_bonus_code.php).
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